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Capitalize on the popularity of Cremation
Offer an expanded memorial selection to families of cremated loved ones

More people are choosing cremation over traditional burial due to its 
convenience, affordability and flexibility. But despite this changing preference, 
most families still desire some form of lasting memorial. Your cemetery is in 
a prime position to help these people remember cremated loved ones, 
including those with their cremains scattered elsewhere.    

Coldspring offers everything you need to become the preferred cremation 
memorial resource for the regions you serve. You’ll find the broadest selection 
of top-quality solutions available — something for every need, budget and 
space requirement — backed by unmatched expertise and service to  
help you confidently expand your capabilities and enhance  
bottom-line performance. 
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Serve your families

Maximize your available space

Improve long-term profitability

The lives of those we memorialize include an 
incredible variety of personalities and experiences. 
With an extensive cremation solutions portfolio 
from Coldspring, you can offer dignified cremation 
memorials for an equally expansive range of families. 
Our portfolio ranges from markers, pillars and 
boulders to benches, columbariums, 
Private Estates® and gardens.

Our consultants apply decades of hands-on experience 
to deliver beautiful space-efficient options for cremation 
memorialization. That includes transforming formerly 
unused spaces within cemetery grounds into beautiful 
cremation gardens that serve as a welcoming and 
tranquil place to reflect.

By offering a broader range of cremation memorial options, you will be appropriately 
changing with the times and capturing more business you might otherwise lose by 
staying focused on traditional burials. You will have new opportunities for generating 
revenue, earning client loyalty and driving positive word of mouth, all of which 
positively impacts profits. 

For a complete project portfolio visit our website 2
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Choose from a wealth of distinctive interment options for your 
cremation clients

Unlike traditional memorials where above ground interment in a 
mausoleum is the only alternative to ground burial, virtually endless 
options exist for housing individual cremated remains, whether in a 
niche space or a hollowed-out core. 

From bronze-on-granite markers to benches, boulders, pillars and 
more, we can help you create beautiful resting places at your 
cemetery, allowing you to extend the same levels of personalized 
service you provide for traditional burials. All Coldspring solutions are 
meticulously designed and skillfully crafted from the highest  
quality materials. 

Memorials that hold cremains

Companion and individual 
cremation pillars can be designed 
in a multitude of granite colors, 
with inscriptions and images that 
add a distinctive, personalized 
touch. Custom designs are  
also available.

Cremation boulder memorials exude strength, beauty 
and the enduring qualities of nature, and are chosen to 
blend with the surrounding environment. 
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Coldspring bronze-on-granite memorials 
combine the rich beauty of bronze with the 
timeless durability of granite in numerous 
colors, in styles ranging from classic to 
contemporary and traditional to personalized.
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Available in virtually unlimited design options, 
Coldspring cremation benches can incorporate 
urns and are designed to either stand alone or 
complement structures or gardens. 

Visit our website for more memorials that hold cremains
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Create respectful gathering places for families who scatter or 
store ashes elsewhere

Other cremation memorials

Many families choose to scatter the cremains of loved 
ones at a favorite location or store them in an urn at 
home. Both are highly personal and appropriate final 
resting places, but neither leaves a physical location 
where friends and other family members can gather to 
reflect and remember. 

Coldspring offers a variety of distinctive ways for you to 
create memorials at your cemetery that let survivors pay 
tribute to individuals with their cremated remains residing 
elsewhere. Options range from boulders and pillars to 
bronze-on-granite flush memorials, benches with statuary, 
and tasteful bronze butterflies. 

The Coldspring bronze 
butterfly and cremation stones 
provide an attractive option 
for families that don’t choose 
a traditional burial but would 
like a physical remembrance 
of the departed at home or in 
the cemetery. 

Benches offer welcoming 
gathering places for 
honoring the memory of 
loved ones who had their 
ashes scattered.
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Dream without limits and develop with confidence

Cremation memorial buildings

Coldspring also specializes in the design and construction of 
compelling, visually distinctive structures to meet the cremation 
memorial needs of families or communities. 

Whether you wish to build a highly customized space or prefer to get 
a head start with a pre-designed solution, our broad portfolio and 
expert team of designers will deliver the perfect solution for you. We can 
personally assist you through any or all phases of the process beginning 
at the planning stages, providing the guidance required to ensure  
your project is completed on time, on budget and as you imagined.
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Columbariums for every budget, space 
and aesthetic

Coldspring columbariums combine stunning architectural features with 
carvings, murals, sculptures and other adornments for a truly remarkable 
effect. Developed by experienced designers, these works of art can include 
virtually any customized feature you desire. Our vast knowledge of granite, 
bronze, limestone, wood, metal and stained glass enables us to bring your 
most imaginative ideas to life.

The Coldspring columbarium offering includes everything from the pre-
assembled to the custom designed, in both stand-alone configurations  
and those residing within another structure.  
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Help clients build elegant, intimate, 
one-of-a-kind family tributes

Private Estates® celebrate family and individual legacies in a 
dignified and exquisitely designed manner, offering everlasting 
remembrance of loved ones in an enclosed alcove protected 
from the elements. These impressive, one-of-a-kind memorials 
can be crafted to fit many different budgets, with designs 
ranging from the austere to the ornate.
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Captivating glass-front niches provide 
a respectful display for urns.

Concealed Niche Hanging System

Niche plaques beautifully 
complement a building’s 
natural stone. 
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Make informed decisions for a thriving long-term cremation memorial business 

Professional planning service

Beautiful cremation memorials represent the most tangible results of our work 
together, but they are only part of how a partnership with Coldspring can 
benefit your cemetery. We can also apply our extensive industry expertise toward 
helping you set your business on a course for high performance over time. 

As part of our professional planning services, we will work with you to design the 
best solution for your clients, along with helping you see the full potential of your 
grounds, including new construction opportunities. Our turnkey building support 
covers everything from initial planning and design through final installation. This 
integrated approach allows us to tightly control quality and schedules, ensuring 
maximum convenience and cost-efficiency for your project.
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Natural outdoor memorial gardens and trails 
have become popular as creative, dignified 
ways to commemorate those who have been 
cremated. These gardens often occupy space 
deemed unsuitable for traditional burial. Our 
landscaping consultants can help you identify 
potential sites and implement plans based on 
your needs, resulting in magnificent gardens  
that enhance the natural features of  
your grounds. 
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144 Niche 
Columbariums

48 Niche
Columbarium

Large Slant or Marker

Small Slant or Marker

Cremation Circles

Bench RM8325

Back to Nature Boulder

Cremation Pillars
2’ or 4’

Ground marker
with vase

Cremation bench
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